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Abstract

The continuing evolution of hardware speed and expanding storage in cache and
memory provides that the choice of fundamental arithmetic algorithms and numeric
representations within the arithmetic logic unit must be continually addressed to obtain
competitive arithmetic unit implementations. The ongoing expansion of the widely
followed IEEE floating point standard particularly suggests numeric representation and
algorithm choices to support a fused multiply-add, and possibly some quad precision
capability, must be investigated. Algorithmic novelty is a priority both for competitive
advantage and also to avoid being shut out by competitor’s intellectual property thrusts.

In this talk we identify some algorithmic goals for improving pipelined arithmetic
unit performance including:

- reducing the dependent arithmetic operation penalty,
- reducing the rounding direction computation penalty,
- better integrating divide, square root, and reciprocal instructions into RISC

design.

We describe promising research directions on algorithmic tools that can help
attain these goals including:

- developing integrated arithmetic algorithms exploiting cost effective
redundant representations within the arithmetic unit,

- utilizing concurrent table lookup concepts with supplemental small
adders/multipliers to speed up iterative algorithms for divide, square root, and
transcendentals.

The flexibilities available for algorithms in hardware provides a rich source for
algorithm design of value both in theory and in practice.
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